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- Underwent a name change to:
  - Common Areas Subcommittee
- Survey successfully administered
- Schema Development
- Contact list is under development
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Survey Results

- ...
- ...
- ...
- ...
- ...
- ...
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- Reviewing and finalizing a schema for parks, trails, open space
- Plans to update parks, trails and open space in 1st half of 2011
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- Gave presentation to Colorado Education Planners Association (CEPA)
- Schools dataset being developed by CEPA
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Contact List

- Existing from DRCOG 2005/2008 Efforts
- Updates Regional Data Consortium Lists
- Updates From Survey Respondents
- Updates From GIS Colorado Posting Respondents
- Added DRCOG Area County Coordinators
- Added DRCOG Area Park and Recreation District GIS Staff
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- Park / Recreation Schema Examples
  - Under Review
    - COMap
    - NRPA
    - DRCOG from 2005 / 2008 efforts
    - Jefferson County
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